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Nevada cosmetology license verification

The Nevada State Council's mission to Cosmetology is to protect the public health, safety, and welfare of individuals who obtain cosmetology-related services through the delivery of quality tests, licenses, inspections, and education services focused on consumer protection. (NRS 644A&amp;Amp; NAC
644A) This page provides information for Nevada license requirements including how to apply for a new license, renew an existing one, activate an expired and reciprocal Nevada license for when you need to transfer a license to that state or from the state. If available, we provide other useful information
such as cosmetology school conditions, how to apply for additional licenses for professions such as manicurists, nail technicians, teachers etc. If you didn't find the answer you were looking for on this page or if you have questions or problems related to cosmetology, then we recommend you contact the
Nevada State Board of Cosmetology. Nevada Cosmetology License Verification If you need to verify a license for a salon or a person, then you can do so by visiting the Nevada Board of Cosmetology License Verification website. From there you can search for people in or business and see if there are
any disciplinary actions in files. This will allow you to make an informed decision about the person and or business providing your services. Nevada Estetician License (900 hours Requirement) An esthetician is a licensed professional who provides skin care treatments and services. The scope of practice
for an aestheticist in the State of Nevada is: Beautifying, masaging, cleaning or stimulating the skin of the human body is not used in cosmetic preparation, disinfectant, tonic, petion or cream, or any apparatus, electric or otherwise, for the skin care applies cosmetics or ease to anyone, end facilities and
eyebrows, and hair lighting on the body and Removing superfluous hair from the body of anyone not used in the statement , success, tweezers or sugar, but it does not include branches of cosmetology in a cosmetic, hair designer, shampoo technology, hair braide, electroologist or nail technology How to
get license if you're just starting to research a career as a steethician, please visit the Student Resources page for more information. Aesthetics program in Nevada is 900 hours in length and takes an estimate of 2 six weeks or less completed within 35 hours of school per week. If you are currently
enrolling as an aesthetics student in the State of Nevada and have completed the practice test at your school, you must schedule a schedule for your theory testing and State Testing Nevada. Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the Nevada State Council in
Cosmetology. If you completed hours outside the State of Nevada (from state or out of country hours) to an aesthetics program, must pass the theory, Test state Nevada Law, and practice testing. You must be able to provide beauty school transcripts or documentation to qualify for tests. Please complete
the individual application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Cosmetic License (1,600 Hour Condition) A cosmetoologist is a licensed professional with hair, skin, and nail care treatment and service. The scope
of practice for a cosmetic surgeon in the State of Nevada is: Cleaning, interesting or masaging the scalp or cleaning or cleaning of hair by the use of cosmetic preparation, disinfectant, tonic, perfume or cream Cutting, brilliant or formed hair of accommodation, wear, healing, cleaning, singing, singing,
cooking, delicate, color or straight hair of anyone with their hands , mechanical or electrical devices or electrical appliances, or by other means, or incidents work the same or necessary for the appropriate to carry on in the practice or occupation of manicing the nails of anyone Beautifying, masaging,
stimulates or clearing the skin of the human body by the use of cosmetic preparation, disinfectant, tonic, lotion, cream or any device, electrical or otherwise , for the care of the skin to provide facial or skin care or apply cosmetic or ease to any person applying cosmetics or ease to any person, end facilities
and eyebrows, and hair lighting on the body and removing superfluous hair from the surface of the body to anyone not used in electrolysis where the growth is a mixture , or by the use of delimiters, successes, tweezers or sugars, except for permanent removal of hair and needs How to obtain licenses if
you're just starting to research a career as a cosmetolog, please visit the Student Resources page for more information. The Nevada cosmetology program is 1,600 hours in length and takes an estimated five weeks or less completed to 35 school hours per week. If you are currently enrolling as a
cosmetology student in the State of Nevada and have completed the practice test at your school, you must schedule appointments for your theory testing and Nevada State Law. Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the Nevada State Council in Cosmetology.
If you have completed hours outside The State of Nevada (from state or out of country hours) through a cosmetology program, you must pass tests in theory, Nevada State Law, and practice testing. You must be able to provide beauty school transcripts or documentation to qualify for tests. Please
complete the individual Application and make sure you contact the school you attended and have the school send them an outage on their subjects via email, fax, or regular mail. If you have licenses in another state, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada
Cosmetology School Hour Type Cosmetic License Requirement 1800 hours hair license 1200 hours braide hair license 240 hours + affidavit &amp; Nic Test Guide License Barber 1500 hours (1000-hour Ethician Board barber 900-hour Nail Technician License 600 hours electroologist license 1000 hours
or 500 hours Permanent Learning Makeup Artist License 6-months Cosmetology Cosmetology Instructor License Cosmetology + 500 hours with an Interim Teacher License, Or 1000 hours without 500-hour Massage Therapist License (Massage Cosmetics Board Cosmetics Law Demonstrator &amp; Gt;
Sanitation Tests Must Work Only in a Salon Applied Bare for Wire Sale Location &amp; Practice Must Be Enrolled Before January 1 Annual Nevada Cosmetic Demonstrator A Cosmetics Demonstrator is a licensed professional who demonstrates cosmetics application in a salon licensed for the single
purpose of selling cosmetics. How to get Licensees You can apply for an infection control test and the Nevada State Law test by completing the individual Application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada
Electrologist License (500 hours Requirement) A licensed professional electroologist who engages in the occupation of forever removing excess or unwanted hair from the body only by the use of a needle. How to get licenses if you have completed hours outside state of Nevada (from state or out of
country hours) through an electrologic program, you must pass theory theory, State Law Nevada, and practice testing. You must be able to provide beauty school transcripts or documentation to qualify for tests. Please complete the individual application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or
territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Hair Braider License (No Hour Requirements - Must pass theory, state law, and practical testing) A hair braide is a licensed professional who engages in the practice of hair braide. The scope for a hair braide in the State of
Nevada is: the natural form of hair manipulation by brading, borrowing, prolonged, blocking, blocking, sewing, twisting, twisting, tying or wrapped human hair, natural fibers, synthetic fibers and hair extensions. The practice can be made from or using simple brading devices, including, without limitation,
clips, combines, hair, scissors, needle and wire cleaning the scalp and made of customized wires from natural hair, natural fibers, synthetic fibers and hair extensions in the convenient scope for hair braide not included: Use in penetrating chemical hair treatments , the chemical hair coloring silver, hair
rectum, chemical hair joining hair silver, Permanent wave styles or hair growth agents apply to growing hair cuts or growing in human hair, except that the term includes the cold of hair extensions or sewing movements —in extensions only as applicable to the braid process or any other activity defined as
cosmetology How to get Licensees If you had an affidavit signing that you held hair brain services (described higher a) for at least one year over a year a relative (6th degree of consent), you are eligible to take the theory, State Law of Nevada, and practice test. Once you pass the hair brading tests, you'll
receive the license. Please complete the individual application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Hair Designer License (1,200 Hour Requirement) A hair designer is a licensed professional who engages in the
practice of hair care treatment and service. The scope of practice for a hair designer in the State of Nevada is: Cleaning, interesting or masaging the scalp, or clearing or tingling hair in use in cosmetic preparation, disinfectant, tonic, perfume or cream Cutting, quarters or forming the hair and arranging,
dressing, borrowing, lifting, cleaning, singing, dressing, weak, locking, coloring or straight hair of anyone with their hands or mechanics or electric devices or devices or devices or devices , or by other means or incidents work the same way in or necessary for the appropriate to carry on in the practice or
occupation How to obtain Licensee If you are just beginning to research a career as a hair designer, please visit the Student Resources page for more information. Hair design program in Nevada is 1.200 hours in length and it takes an estimated sixth week or less completed in 35 school hours per week.
If you are currently enrolling as a hair design student in the State of Nevada and have completed the practice test at your school, you must schedule appointments for your theory testing and Nevada State Law Test. Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the
Nevada State Council in Cosmetology. If you have completed hours outside The State of Nevada (from state or out of country hours) in a hair design program, you must pass the theory, Nevada State Law Test, and practice testing. You must be able to provide beauty school transcripts or documentation
to qualify for tests. Please complete the individual application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Teachers (PIL Program or Student Instructor Program) is a licensed teacher to students enrolled in a licensed
school. How to get Licensee If you are Enroll as a student teacher or a provisions teacher in the State of Nevada and have completed your training hours, you must schedule a theory test and test Nevada State law. Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the
Nevada State Council in Cosmetology. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Nail Technologist License (600 Hour Requirements) A nail technology is a licensed professional who engages in practice in nail
treatment and service. The scope of practice for one nail technology in the State of Nevada is: Care to nail another's nail or nail beautification to nail another nail in another's nail and Massaging from another, before, foot or lower leg How to get Licensees If you are just beginning to do career research as
a nail technology , please visit the Student Resources page for more information. Nail technology program in Nevada is 600 hours in length and it takes an estimated eighteen weeks or less completed at 35 school hours per week. If you are currently enrolling as a nail technology student in the State of
Nevada and have completed the practice test at your school, you must schedule appointments for your theory testing and State Testing Nevada. Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the Nevada State Council in Cosmetology. If you have completed hours
outside State Nevada (from state or out of country hours) through a nail technology program, you must pass testing in theory theory, Nevada State Testing, and practical testing. You must be able to provide beauty school transcripts or documentation to qualify for tests. Please complete the individual
application. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Provisional Teacher (500 hours Requirements) An interim teacher is a licensed teacher-in-training teacher. They must be supervised by a licensed teacher. How to
get license if you are interested in becoming a licensed teacher in the State of Nevada, you must first have an actual cosmetology, nail technology, aesthetic, or hair design license and have a year of salon experience. The interim teacher program is 500 hours in length and takes an estimate of fifteen
weeks or less completed within 35 hours of school per week. Please contact a school representative for more information regarding a teacher's career. Nevada Shampoo Technology (50 hours Requirements) A shampoo technology is a licensed professional engaged in the practice of shampoo
technology under immediate supervision of a licensed cosmetoologist. The scope of practice for a shampoo technology in the State of Nevada is: Clean from the or scalp, including, without brushing limitations and combining hair from applying shampoo and conditioning to the hair and yield of the hair,
including, without limitation, rolling the hair to remove shampoo, air conditioner, title, relax and other solutions to Remove rolls, permanent rods, clips, clips or similar hair fasteners from the Cleaning Hair and disinfect the shampoo bowl How to obtain the shampoo technology license is an online course
delivered by Milady. You can sign up for the online course by clicking here. Even without training in hair services, you are eligible to take the Champoo Technology course delivered by Milady. Once the course has been successfully completed, you are eligible to take the Nevada State Law Test to obtain
your license. Please complete the individual application and pass the Nevada State Law Test. If you are enrolled in a cosmetology or hair design program in the State of Nevada and completed at least 50 hours at your school, you are eligible to take the Nevada State Law Test to obtain your license.
Please contact your school representative to schedule your test appointments with the Nevada State Council in Cosmetology. If you have licenses in another state, district, or territory you may qualify for reciprocal (transfer your license to Nevada). Nevada Student Teacher A Student Teacher is a licensed-
in-training educator. They must be supervised by a licensed teacher. How to get license if you are interested in becoming a licensed teacher in the State of Nevada, you must first have an actual cosmetology, nail technology, aesthetics, or hair design license and have a year of salon experience. The
student teacher program is 700 hours in length and takes an estimated 2 weeks or less completed within 35 hours of school per week. Please contact a school representative for more information regarding a teacher's career. Nevada Apprenticeship A Licensed Learning is a person learning a
cosmetology-related occupation of a licensed salon. Individuals can apply for an apprenticeship with the Board if the person is learning at a salon sixty miles away from the most licensed school. Apprenticeship is available for these types of licenses: Aesthetic Cosmetology Electrometology Hair Design
Nail Technology How to get Licensees If you're just beginning to research a career in the cosmetology industry , please visit the Student Resources page for more information. Those interested in a learning should first locate a licensed salon that wants to provide on-the-job training. Please note, the salon
must be sixty miles from the licensed beauty school. Once you have located a salon that will be provided training, an Application For Learning is submitted and reviewed by the Board. Once upon a time a given license and training can begin. When asked for each apprenticeship is: Eestetics (1,800 hours)
Cosmetology (3,600 hours) Electroformology (1,000 hours) Hair Design (2,400 hours) Nail Technology (1,200 hours) Time Map is required to be submitted by the learning and salon on a monthly basis. This tracks documented progress in the learning. Once you have completed the required hours, the
learning can apply for the license test by submitting an Individual Application. You must be able to provide training documents in the room to qualify for tests. In order to obtain a license in Nevada, you must pass the theory theory, Nevada Law Test, and practice testing. You must be able to provide beauty
school transcripts or documentation to qualify for tests. A license is seamless once all three tests have been completed with a score of 75% or higher. How to open a Nevada salon opening a salon with the Nevada State Board of Cosmetology can be a simple process. The law requires prospective salon
owners to submit a salon application twenty days before the opening date is scheduled. They typically fill Salon Opening Inspections within 3-7 business days after the application has been processed. Before submitting a Salon Application, it is important that a prospective salon owner must be familiar
with the Rules and Regulations of the State of Nevada. Salon's Open List summary lists the requirements for passing an opening inspection. Once a prospective salon property should be submitted is in compliance with the Checklist and Regulations, a salon application should be submitted in a timely
manner in order for an Opening Salon Inspection to be held before the opening date is scheduled. This inspection is scheduled between the Inspection Team and the salon owner and/or their representative. At the time of the inspection, the inspector will review the Salon Opening List to ensure that the
salon is in compliance. If the salon is in compliance, the salon's license will be awarded. If the salon is not in compliance with the Open List Salon, then the salon owner must correct the items not in compliance. If a salon fails a Salon Opening Inspection, a $25 Re-Inspection Fee must be paid in order for



another inspection to be scheduled. It is important to contact local government/county agencies/counts/states for any applicable licensing requirements. Licensing fees collected by the Nevada State Board of Cosmetology are used directly to manage the operations of our Inspection Services and Testing
Services designed to reduce the risk of safe, insanity, and illegal practices in the beauty-service industry by ensuring competent people are practicing in the safe and clean salon. Opening a school in Nevada opened a school in Nevada includes several governmental Participation. The recommended per
prospective school property takes time to review the requirements described below. Once the following information has been properly reviewed, please contact them at [Email Protected] to schedule a meeting to discuss the school's opening process in more detail. Application Requirements A detailed floor
plan on behalf of the proposed school, address and license number of managers or individual charged with each teacher proof of financial capacity to provide the facilities and equipment necessary to Bosen's policies and to maintain the proposed 1-year Proof of School Proof, shall commence operation
with an enrollment of a number of students acceptable to the Applicable Exemption Board for a license of an copy of the The contract for a student's enrollment in a program at the School of Name Cosmetology and the address of the designated person accepting services through a status process located
with adequate floor space and adequate equipment has a contract to enroll a student in a cosmetology school program approved by the Board and pay a 2-year licensing fee. , not less than $500 and not more than $800 or for 4 years, not less than $1,000 and not more than $1,600 and meet all
requirements set forth by the Board's Policy please visit the School Application Page for School Applications. Each school's requirement in cosmetology must be met with minimum size requirement: Cosmetologists, per 25 such students in attendance, at least 5,000 square feet of floor space designers,
per 20 such students in attendance, at least 3,500 square feet of aesthetic floor space, for every 20 such students in attendance, at least 3,500 square feet of floor space or nail technology , for every 20 such students in attendance, at least 2,500 square feet of floor space and provide well-equipped
conference rooms in sufficient sizes to accommodate all students providing separate lockers with sufficient space in student store equipment and provides a document signed by the mashal fire jurisdiction upon which the school declares that the placement of the equipment and square footage is offered
for the maximum number of students to propose compliance with all applicable laws , regulations and codes related to protection against fire please see the school application page for more information. School supply requirements closely wasted size and in sufficient amount of money to allow disposal of
all denying and waste at school and its students One Board has been approved by the Board for use by the students to record the hours of training at the school One seat and write surface for each student in class on Ice Theory , worktables and style seats in sufficient to accommodate students enrolling
at least one text book for each student in either physical or electronic format and appropriate reference material, tables, teaching aids and other materials to support the instruction of the Adequate School with safe electric cosmetology requirement twenty-five cosmetology work stations and seven style
chairs shampoo bowl Five hair can be portable or stationary two facial chairs eight nail technology tables with two chairs per seat one per student in writing a single writing surface for each student in attendance of two mannequin per student in the presence of a tripod clamp or lobbied per student in a
presence kit for each student in attendance who has a high exam exam, shampoo cassette, film or circling, brush, combine, apply aesthetic equipment and nail technology to supply an adequate amount of shopping, dish iron and iron curling to allow students to do their job demanding in the curriculum An
amount of money adequate to other provisions and instruments that allow students to perform their work required by curriculum an adequate amount of wet disinfectant Hair Design Requirement Twy Station Twenty Seat Styles seven bowl shampoo soft Five hair clips that can be portable or stationary
One chair for each student in writing surface for each student in attendance of two mannequin for each student in the presence of one Tripod clamp or puppet for each student in attendance One per student attendance at having a number of cases of shampoo, film or approach, brushes, combine with
couples applying an adequate number of iron marcelling, iron flat and iron flat to allow students to do their jobs required Curriculum An adequate amount of other materials with the instruments that allow students to do the work required in the curriculum An adequate amount of disinfectant wet Aesthetic
Condition Five chairs facing five facial vehicles which conducting aesthetic procedures in legal scope five vapor fascinate the five hotest five surveillance units One seat for each student in the presence of A student writing to each student in the presence of A mannequin for each student at present list a
tripod clamp or maneuver for each student going through a kit for each student in attendance who has an adequate amount of producing a adequate amount of skin care to allow students do their job required in curriculum An adequate wet amount of disinfectant Nail Technology Requirements
Technologies Ten tablets with two chairs per table of five pedicoastal seats and a chair's feet bowl for each student in the presence of a written surface for each student in the presence of a number of hands labeling or fingers per student in the presence of A mannequin clamps for each student in
attendance An is too early for each student in attendance who has an adequate amount of applied nail and nail care for fading and persuading an adequate amount of nail care products for each student in the presence of an adequate amount of wet disinfectants please fill out the School Application to
apply. Reciprocal Nevada License if you have licenses in another state, you may be eligible for reciprocal. Reciprocal is Nevada's recognition of your license in aesthetics, cosmetology, hair brading, hair design, nail technology and your license to instruct from another state, district, territory, or country.
The total cost to submit a reciprocal application is $325. To be reciprocated in the State of Nevada, your license must be active and in good standing in another state. Applicants must complete an individual Application and submit necessary information and pass a 25-question Nevada State Law with a
75% or higher to become licensee. Nevada does not recognize Florida licenses that have titled Real Estate Specialists or complete specialists. Scope in practice for these licenses is not comparable to a license in the State of Nevada. In order to verify your license information in another state, your current
state License Certification will be reviewed. If you are licensed in one of these states, your license information will be viewed online by receiving your application. Don't need to contact your current license state. Alabama Arizona California Colorado Connectico Delaware Idaho Illinois Indiana Maine
Massachusetts Minnesota Missouri Montana Nebraska New Mexico Oregon Pennsylvania Rhode Island South Carolina Wisconsin However, if you have licenses in a state listed below, you must contact your state board and have a License Certification sent to them. Alaska Arkansas Florida Georgia
HawaiI Iowa Kansas Kentucky Louisiana Maryland Michigan Michigan Mississippi New Hampshire New Jersey New York South Dakota Ohiolahoma South Tennessee Texase Vermont Virginia Washington West Virginia Wyoming or other U.S. Territory Certification request a Certification Request is a
licensing or hourly certification to be sent by the Nevada State Board of Cosmetology for another counseling from cosmetology or school. The price for a Certification Request is $10 and ends in two business days. Duplicate requests for a duplicate license, please complete the Duplicate License
Application. Application.
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